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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0197246A2] 1. Valve play compensating device with enclosed oil filling, for valves of internal combustion engines, with a valve cup
arranged on the side of the cam shaft, a valve play compensating element provided within the valve cup and cooperating with the valve tappet,
as well as an elastic membrane sealing the region within the valve cup filled with an incompressible medium, which membrane extends as
sealing body substantially radially between the inner periphery of a valve cup formed from a cylindrical and a disc-like component, which are both
connected together in interlocking manner, and the outer periphery of the valve play compensating element, the membrane (8) being connected
to the cylindrical component (6), characterized in that the cylindrical component (6) is provided in the receiving region on the camshaft side with
a peripheral collar (12) directed radially inwardly, while the disc-like component (7) is provided in the region of its outer peripheral surface with a
circumferential bead (13) extending in the direction of the membrane (8), which engages behind the collar of the cylindrical component (6) so that
the membrane (8) abuts the disc-like component (7) in the region of the bead (13) with a sealing rim (15), and in that the membrane (8) is provided
as a hub-like guide body between the inner periphery of the cylindrical component (6) and the outer periphery of the valve play compensating
element (10).
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